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BY
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Geometry in the manifold Kn(m) of line elements of a higher order, that is,

(at, dx, ■ ■ ■ ,dmx) or {x,x', ■ ■ ■ , at(m)), in a space of «dimensions with a point

coordinate system at*', {i = 1, 2, • ■ -, «), was first furnished with its foundation

by the present author.f In close connection with this theory, there are two

important problems. The first is the geometry of paths in this space, that is,

the geometrical study of the system of paths xi = xi{t) which are defined by

the ordinary differential equations of the form

x<m+1)i + T'it, x, x', ■ ■ ■ , x<*">) = 0,

where x m ' denotes ¿xx*'/¿/x and t is a parameter. The second is a case of metric

geometry in this space, that is, the study of the geometrical properties char-

acterized by a metric which gives as the arc length s of a curve xi = xi{t)

s =  j F{t, x, x', ■ ■ ■ , x^m))dt.

The first problem is a generalization of the so-called geometry of paths in

a space with a generalized affine connectionj at"'+r*(i, x, at') =0, and was

* Presented to the Society, December 28, 1937; received by the editors February 8, 1937, and,

in revised form, August 3, 1937.

A summary of the present paper has already appeared in Proceedings of the Imperial Academy,

vol. 12 (1936), pp. 205-208.

t A. Kawaguchi, Die Differentialgeometrie in der verallgemeinerten Mannigfaltigkeit, Rendiconti

del Circolo Matemático di Palermo, vol. 56 (1932), pp. 245-276; Theory of connections in the general-

ized Finsler manifold, Proceedings of the Imperial Academy, vol. 7 (1931), pp. 211-214; ibid., vol. 8

(1932), pp. 340-343; ibid., vol. 9 (1933), pp. 347-350.
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Parallelism and path-space, Mathematische Zeitschrift, vol. 37 (1933), pp. 608-618, and E. Cartan,

Observations sur le mémoire précédent, ibid., pp. 619-622; D. D. Kosambi, Systems of differential

equations of the second order, Quarterly Journal of Mathematics (Oxford), vol. 6 (1935), pp. 1-12;
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first propounded by D. D. Kosambi.* Although he derived many interesting

results, his theory seems to be systematically not yet complete, and there are

many irregularities. The present writer and H. Hombu have reconstructed

this theory from another and more general standpoint, by which the irregular-

ities of the theory of Kosambi exhibit themselves.f

On the other hand, the second problem is a generalization of a Finsler

space and there have been many attempts to solve it,t but it remains yet

^unsolved. Recently E. Carian § has introduced a connection, which is related

intrinsically with an integral fF(x, y, y', y")dx, in a plane under the group

of all contact transformations by use of several invariant Pfaffians and

has discussed in detail a special case where the integral has the form

f(Ay"+B)pdx. This theory of Cartan has been extended by H. Hombu ||

to the case where the integral possesses the form fF(x, y, y', y", y'")dx.

These theories give a foundation to the invariant theory of the integral un-

der contact transformations and take the first step towards the general prob-

lem. But unfortunately, by reason of its restricted method which is available

only for a plane, these theories cannot be extended to an w-dimensional space

as they stand. Furthermore it is more desirable to set up the theory under the

group of all point transformations rather than contact transformations.

In the present work it is proposed to establish the foundation of the ge-

ometry in an «-dimensional space with arc length given by the integral

f\Ai(x, x')x"'+B(x, x') Ylpdt, by introducing several connections under the

group of all point transformations. Although the integral has a special form,

this would be the second step towards the general problem ; and in this special

case many concrete results are obtainable, which may be of interest. The

integrand does not contain the parameter t explicitly, and I shall investigate

mainly only those properties that are invariant under any (analytic) trans-

formation of the parameter /, for the reason that only these properties have

geometrical meaning, that is, are related intrinsically to the base curves. This

* D. D. Kosambi, Path-spaces of higher order, Quarterly Journal of Mathematics (Oxford), vol. 7

(1936), pp. 97-104.
t A. Kawaguchi and H. Hombu, Die Geometrie des Systems der partiellen Differentialgleichungen

höherer Ordnung, Journal of the Faculty of Science, Hokkaido Imperial University, vol. 6 (1937),

pp. 21-62.
% H. V. Craig, On a generalized tangent vector, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 57 (1935),

pp. 457-462; J. L. Synge, Some intrinsic and derived vectors in a Kawaguchi space, ibid., pp. 679-691;

A. Kawaguchi, Some intrinsic derivations in a generalized space, Proceedings of the Imperial Academy,

vol. 12 (1936), pp. 149-151; Certain identities in a generalized space, ibid., pp. 152-155.

§ E. Cartan, La géométrie de l'intégrale fF(x, y, y', y")dx, Journal de Mathématiques, (9), vol. 15

(1936), pp. 42-69.
|| H. Hombu, Invariantentheorie des Integrals fF(x, y, y', y", y'")dx, Proceedings of the Imperial

Academy, vol. 12 (1936), pp. 156-158; Geometrie des Integrals f(Ly"+M)dx, ibid., pp. 159-161.
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restriction makes the theory somewhat complicated. The theory can be gen-

eralized without difficulty to the case where the integral is of the form

I   \Ai{x, x', «")*"'• + B{x, x', x")}l'pdt*

or

I   {<z,(x, x')aj{x, x')x"V' + 2b{x, xO^x"*' + c{x, x')}llpdt.-\

Chapter 1 is devoted to discussion of the general case, where p^-3/2. In

this case there exists a system of paths having the equations of the form

x"i+Yi{x, at') =0, which leads to the definition not only of the base connec-

tion but also of a connection C, by recalling the geometry of paths in the

manifold Knll). There is another connection C which is stated in Chapter 2

and which has a form similar to that of Cartan in a Finsler space. %

Chapter 1. Base connection and connection C

1. Let us consider an «-dimensional metric space such that the arc length

of a curve xi = xi{t) is given by the integral

(1.1) s =  f {Ai{x, x')x"' + B{x, x')} "»dt,

where x'i = dxi/dt, x''*: = d2x{'■/'dfi', and Ai and B are differentiable functions

of at' and x'\ In order that the arc length should be related intrinsically to

the curve, that is, that it should remain unaltered by a transformation of the

parameter t, we must have

(1.2) Aíx" = 0,

(1.3) 2AiX"i + {Akli)x"k + B(0)*'< = piA(x"* + B),

where
dAk dB

dxH ax'*

We shall denote partial differentiation by at'* with {i) and that by at'' with i

throughout this paper. Equation (1.3) implies

* T. Ohkubo, Base connections in a special Kawaguchi space, Journal of the Faculty of Science,

Hokkaido Imperial University, vol. 5 (1936), pp. 167-188.

t H. Hokari, Die Geometrie des Integrals f(aiajx"'x">+2baix"i-\-c)il*'dt, Proceedings of the Im-

perial Academy, vol. 12 (1936), pp. 209-212.
X E. Cartan, Les espaces de Finsler, Actualités Scientifiques et Industrielles, vol. 79, 1934.
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(1.4) A^x'i = (p - 2)Ak,        Bii)x'i = pB.

Thus, the Ai are homogeneous of degree p — 2 with regard to the x'>, and B

is homogeneous of degree p. From (1.2) it follows, on differentiating by *'',

that

(1.5) AiU>x'* - - A,-.

2. The point transformation yi = yi(x') gives rise to the following rela-

tions :

(1.6) /' = P/x'' ,        y"r = P/x'" + P8"ax'' x'< ,

where

dyT                    dxr r d2y"
P.r =->      Q/ =-       and        P.\ =

dx' dy' dx'dxq

Since the arc length (1.1) is a scalar, it can be seen at once that A ¿ is a vector.

But B is not a scalar and becomes, by the point transformation,

(1.7) B(y, y') = B(x, x') - Aq(x, x')Q,qp)kx'ix'k.

Besides A ¿ we get two other intrinsic vectors

(1.8) Ti = (AHi) - 2Aiik))x"k - 2A»x'1 + Bw,

Ei = (AiW - AHi))x'"k + {AHmn - AkiiHl))x'"x"k

(1.9) + (Ai(k)lx" - Ak(i)ix" + Aki + Aik- B(i)W + AijWx'i)x"k

+ Amx'ix'k - B(i)tx"+ Bi.

The vector T{ is the Craig vector*

d    dF dF
Ti= -2— —— +

dt  dx"*       dxn'

and Ei is the Euler vector

d2    dF        d    dF        dF
Ei =-1-

dt2 dx"1      dt   dx''       dx{

of the function F = AiXni+B. It can be verified easily that

d
(1.10)      Tix't = p(Aix"i + B),        EiXn = (1 - p) — (Aix"' + B).

dt

* See H. V. Craig, On a generalized tangent vector, loc. cit.
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When s stands for t, we get the normalized vectors Tf and E * for 7\ and £,.

Then we have

(1.10') T*xi = p,        El*xi = 0,

where the dot denotes differentiation by s. Among these vectors there are the

relations

/dt\p~l /dt\"-3 d2t

Tf-TlU  -^^HjJ 7f
/dt\p /dt\T-2 d2t

(,-ii) £'*-au)-('-i)r'u) i?
( / dH\2    dt   dH) /dt\p~*

+ <,-!)„,{(,-3>(_) +SZr}(5)     ■

3. If 2p = 3, the determinant of the tensor

(1.12) Git = 2Aiik) - Ann

vanishes, identically, because

Gikx'k = 0.

Now we assume that p ^3/2, and that the determinant does not vanish iden-

tically; then we have from (1.8)

(1.13) xW = - T,G" = x'" + 2Tl,

where

(1.14) 2Tl = {2Aikx'k - Bw)Gil       and       GikGil = dkl.

The functions Tl are homogeneous of degree two with regard to the x'\ As

the relation Gikx'k = {2p — 3)Ai holds, the last equation of (1.14) shows that

1
(1.15) A,Gil =-x".

2p-3

From GkiGkl = 8il we get also

1
(1.150 Aß« =-x'%

P

which leads to

(1.16) F = AixW.

From (1.14) we obtain further
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(1.17) 2TlA, = B.

Now we shall introduce, as in a Finsler space, the manifold Knll) of line

elements (*, x') in the space; and for this manifold (1.13) gives the base con-

nection in our space.*

4. Let v* be a contravariant vector field in Knw, homogeneous of degree

zero with regard to the *'', that is, independent of a choice of the parameter t.

Then a new vector can be derived from v' in connection with the base

connection :

So'       do* i    j
(1.18) — = — + r(J>o,t

at dt

which is an absolute derivative of the vector v{ along the curve and is inde-

pendent of transformation of t. From (1.18) we can define further the abso-

lute differential corresponding to a displacement from a line element (x, x')

to a neighboring line element (x+dx, x'+dx')

(1.19) 5v  = dv + T<j){k)v dx .

This absolute differential remains unaltered by any change of /. By any trans-

formation of coordinates rj)(t) are transformed in the same way as the pa-

rameters of an affine connection and are homogeneous of degree zero with

regard to the x'h, that is, they are invariant under transformation of t. For

this reason the connection C, defined by (1.19), characterizes the geometrical

properties of our space. It is not necessary, therefore, to take the line ele-

ments (x, x') along any curve; they can be taken arbitrarily at any point.

On account of the base connection (1.13) we have for a displacement of a

line element

(1.20) Sx'4 = dxn + r'fídxt.

On account of this, we can write (1.19) in the form

i        dv1      j        oV
(1.21) So   =-dx H-dx'' + Tmu)vkdx>

dx' dx''

= dx'Vfu* + Sx'tyjv*,

where

* For the base connection reference may be made to A. Kawaguchi, Die Differentialgeometrie m

der verallgemeinerten Mannigfaltigkeit, loe. cit.

t Asï[2liisa vector, we know from (1.13) that r* behave under a coordinate transformation in

the same way as affine connection parameters y)k multiplied by *''*'*. From this fact it can be con-

cluded that dv'/dl is a contravariant vector.
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¿V dvi      k i k ,  i        óV
(1.22)        vjV' = — -——rU) + r(kHj)v,      vh «——,

dx'       dx k dx '

which are defined as the covariant derivatives of a vector v\ V/v> are multi-

plied by a factor dt/dl ior a change of the parameter t = l{t). For a covariant

vector or a tensor we can define covariant derivatives in the same manner as

in usual tensor calculus, for example,

7 k

(1.23) 8vi = dvi — T(i)(icïVjdx .

In particular we obtain for A ¡

k k

(1.24) VjAf = An - Ai{k)YU) - l\inj)Ak,        v/A, = AiU),

for which the following relations hold :

SA i
(1.25) x''VíAí = 0, x'iVjAi = 0,        - = AiU)x™i.

dl

These can be verified without difficulty from (1.4), (1.5), and (1.14).

The covariant differential of a relative tensor b* of weight k is also given

as follows :

(1.26) 5t>   = d\>  + r(j)(/t)rj dx   — k^T^dx ,

where r(i) = r(*)W. Hence

i      óV       óV    h i        h i
Vjb - — - —— r(í) + r(Ä)(,-)b - ¿ü r(í),

dx'       dx'h
(1.27)

dB'
v/oi =- ■

öx''

5. If the components of a vector o< are homogeneous of degree h with re-

gard to the x'>, then they are components of a geometrical object in some

sense. But the 5^ in the sense of (1.19) have no geometrical meaning. That

is, the 8vi are not independent of the parameter t but defined when and only

when a choice of a parameter ¿ is held fixed. In fact, by transformation of

the parameter / one obtains

/dt\h /dt\h~l   dt
ôv' = I — I 8vl + hvl ( — )    d — )

\dl / \dl )        dt

which carries no geometrical meaning. Although for such a vector the abso-

lute differential having geometrical meaning cannot be defined, it is possible

to define it when the values of at"' in the considered line element (x, x') are
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given by any reason,! as we shall now show. Nevertheless it must be noticed

that the covariant derivatives (1.22) of such a vector are surely homogeneous

with regard to the x''.

Since x"1 are known in the considered line element (x, x'), the values of F

and xl2]i are also determined. For displacement from a line element (x, x') to

a neighboring line element (x+dx, x'+dx') it is known that ôAixW' and

(hAi/dt)ix'i are both scalars. They are varied by transformation of t as fol-

lows:
da

(bAfX^Yt = apbAiX^ + (p - 2)ap~Wda - a*-* —Affix'*,

( — a*'« ) -
\dt       h

dt

h A i da
ap-Sx'' + (* - 2)ap-2 — Ai8xH - ap~lFda,

dt dt

where a = dl/dt. Accordingly one gets

da
(\idx{ + max'*)' = \idx{ + m.-Sx'*->

a

where
1

X, =-x^kViAk,
(p - l)(p - 3)F

"•■ - r,—wr,—^*[21*í(¿ - 2)Ak" + Ai^>
(P - !)(/>- 3)F

since

1              (                           ôAi      )
\idx* + max'* =-<(p-2)xl2]ibAi H-5x"> ,

(p - \)(p - 3)f r dt     f

when p5¿ 1, 3. Then one obtains as the required absolute differential

(1.28) SV = So«' + hv'fcdx'' + ßjbx''),

accompanied by the covariant derivatives

h
V,V = v,o*' +-—vixWkViAk,

(P - l)(P - 3)F
(1.29) F y

Ví*V = V}v* + --—-—v^^Kp - 2)AkU) + AHk)},
(P - l)(p - 3)F

since

(1.30) x'ivkAi = 0, \(p - 2)AkU) + A (w} x'k = 0.

f For example, if one considers an absolute differential adjoint to a curve touching the line

element (*, x'), one can take .v"' along the curve as the associated one.
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Fhlp8vi are independent of a change of the parameter t. For xH equation

(1.29) yields

b*xH 1
(1.31) - = x^ H-x'iAkii)xm''xmi.

dt {p- 3)F

If vi be defined in the manifold K„m of line elements of the second order

(at, x', at") and go into a V by transformation

xn = axn,

da
x"i = fVH a— at'S

then it is very easy to derive 8v\ which goes into o-h8vi for the same trans-

formations :

i t i j       h • *      i
(1.32) 8v  = dv  +Tij)(k)vdx-vdlogF.

P

6. Displace a line element (x, at') parallel to itself in the sense of the base

connection on its direction. A curve is obtained, which satisfies the differential

equations

(1.33) x^ = 0,

that is,
x"i + 2r4 = o.

These differential equations define a system of paths in our space, but these

paths are not extremal curves of the integral fFllpdt, unlike those in the

Finsler space. They are minimal curves, for along them F = 0 holds. But it is

to be noticed that minimal curves do not always satisfy (1.33).

The equations in (1.33) in any parameter t become

x"i + 2Ti = px'%

where p is a function of ¿. We shall refer to a parameter / as affine length, if it

makes p equal zero. It is determined except for a linear transformation

t = at + b. If we confine ourselves to affine length, the discussion in §6 is

superfluous.

Considering the covariant derivatives of a vector v{ along any path, we ob-

tain from (1.22)

i       dv* óV      ,• i     ,■
(1.34) V0v   = -x'i - 2 -r   + Tu)v ,

dx' dx''

as 8xu = 0. Particularly it is known from (1.25) that
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(1.35) VoAi = 0.

The paths are formally the same ones as those in the space with a general-

ized affine connection. There is, however, a difference in that in our space

there is an intrinsic covariant vector Ai besides the functions T', and our

space is characterized by both quantities Ai and T'. We can develop the

theory of curvatures, treat the equivalence problem, and so forth, by slight

modifications of the methods employed in the geometry of generalized paths.

7. Computing the parenthesis of Poisson for the covariant derivatives, we

find the curvature tensors as follows :

(V,-Vfc — V*V,)o  = — R,kt o + KjkVi'v,

(1.36) ,• ...< j
(VjVt  — VkVi)v  = — Bm o ,

where we put

Bjki  = Tifnk)w,
x i

■ i    dr»)Q)    ar(')W      h      : k      i
Rjki   = ——-r-—-r 1 (D(í)1 (*)(*> — l (Oí*)1 (;)(*)

dx" dx'

(1.37) h     t h     í
+ r(í)P<í)(*)(») — r(t)r<o</)(A))

..i       dT(j)        dV^k) hi hi
K,k = ——-—-— + T(j)Tík)(h) — Tík)T(jHh).

dxk dx'

It is not difficult to find the relations satisfied by these curvature tensors.

They are

...%
Rjici + Rkji  — 0,       Rjici + Rkij + Rijk  — 0,

(1.38) Kik = R'i'kt'x",        B','kl'x" = 0,
... i .. i . . i

Rju   = K]k.(i) = Vi Kjk .

The identities of Bianchi are now expressed by

... i .. r     • • ■ i

V[hRjk]l + KlhjBk]lr=  0,

(1.39) 2vlhB'j']kl + vlRhik  = 0,

V[hKjk] = 0.

The invariant theory under transformation of the parameter / can also be

developed by the fundamental descriptive invariants of Douglas*

* J. Douglas, loc. cit.
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i i 8 j'      h 8k'      k 1        ,• £>•■■*

n + \ » + i » + i

(1.40) $w  - ¿mi),
...i _  «....<     g*'   „*■••»      5¡*   „••••»

¿Itj'fci     —  Ä    ,¡fc¡-A   ÄJ,'     —-K   Ichj   ,
n — 1 « — 1

where i?*«' denotes 2?'¿' formed with the II's in place of the T's.

8. The conditions

(1.41) B^i'-O,        R'w=0

are necessary and sufficient in order that it may be possible by transformation

of coordinates to reduce the differential equations of the paths in the space

to the form at"¿ = 0, accordingly to reduce the curve length to

=   f' (Aix"iyipdt.

If moreover Ai{Mk)=Q, that is, if the Ai are linear homogeneous func-

tions of x'>,

AiU)x'> = At,        Aw) = - Amy, p = 3.

The Am) are functions only of the x's. Then we have the curve length

= f {AiU)x"ix''yi3dt.

For the two-dimensional affine space, Ai(j) are all constants.

The conditions

(1.42) $;üf-0,        &Íh-0

are necessary and sufficient in order that there may exist a coordinate system

together with a parametrization such that the differential equations of the

paths have the form x"i = 0.

For the equivalence problem we have without difficulty the theorem:

Theorem. A necessary and sufficient condition for the equivalence of two

spaces is that there exist an integer N {= 1) such that the first N sets of following

equations are compatible considered as equations for the determination of y' and

Pj* as functions of the independent variables xi, and all their solutions

y< = y'{x),        Pf = 4>,*(x)

satisfy the (N +1 )st set of the equations :
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Air j — A ¡,
-• » » i j      k       l - ■ « U i

Bjlcl  PrP,Pt   = Brat    Pu ,
— • • • i     i    k    I ... u     i

. Rjkl  PrPaPt   = Rrst    Pu,

VjAiP'rP]   =   VrA,,     V'iAiP'rP)   =   VÍA,,
— —• • • i    h     i    k    I • • • v     i

VhBjlcl PTP>PtPu =   VrBstu   Pv,

Vh Bjlcl PrPtPtPu =   Vr B,tu  Pv,
-•••!    hi    k    I ..-u    %

VhRjkl PrPiPfPu =   VrRstu  Pv,

Vh RjH PrPsPtPu =   Vr Ratu  Pv,

Furthermore normal coordinates can be defined, and the replacement

theorem also can be proved.

Chapter 2. The connection C"

9. We shall now proceed to define another connection in our space. In a

previous paper* the author has proved the theorem :

Let  <Pi  be a covariant tensor of order m,  that is,  dependent upon x',

x''\ ■ ■ ■ , xim)'; then n quantities

' a \   d$t-     da-pv'rfrw- tO^r
a=Ap/«3x(a))

for a fixed positive integer p (^m) are the components of a covariant vector,

provided that v{ is a contravariant vector.

In consequence of this theorem one can deduce from a vector o*' the follow-

ing vectors:

[1] ¿o'
(2.1) - Dtj(T)vi = 2Gii — + G«(i)»"V + 2r,-(0o',

dt

m dvk
(2.2) Dij(E)v' = 3Hik-+ Lmx"lvk + Mikvk,

dt

m d2vk dvk

(2.3) D\¡(E)v¡ = 3Hik—- + 2(Lnkx"i + Mik) —
dt2 dt

+ (HiWx'"1 + HiHj)mx"lx"' + Miimx"' + Pi(k))vk,

where

* A. Kawaguchi, Some intrinsic derivations in a generalized space, loc. cit.
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(2.4) I\ = GikTk =- Mikx'k,
2(p - 1)

(2.5) Hoc = Ank) — Ak(i),        Luk = Hu(k) + Hik(i),

(2.6) Mik = Ailk)ix'1 - Ak(inx" + Aki + Aik — B(iHk) + Aijwx'',

(2.7) Pi = Aijix'ix" - B(i)lx" + Bi.

It can be verified easily that the following relations hold:

-D^{T)x'' = (p- l)Ti,

(2.8) -Dli]{E)x''={p-\)Ti,

D™{E)x'i ={p- l)Ei.

10. Suppose now once more that p 9^3/2. Then we have from (2.1) an ab-

solute derivative along a curve

Since

Z#V =        +GM^kkmX"k + rhW)vl.
dt

Ghi{&hkWx"k + r*(l)) = ¥ihiGhkW{x"k + 2Yk) + r«,,

the absolute differential of a vector corresponding to a displacement from a

line element (at, x') to a neighboring line element (x+dx, x'+dx') is obtained

without difficulty. We have

(2.9) D^v* = dv* + r{k)U)Vkdx' + ^GkiGhHk)Vk8x'',

which reduces to (1.19), when 5x'' = 0.

The absolute differential (2.9) is, however, not invariant under transfor-

mation of /, because

(2.10) GhiGhkWx'k = {2p - 3)GhiAHn - 5,<

does not vanish in general. When and only when

(2.11) {p- l)A<(k)= Ak(i),

(2.10) does vanish identically, and (2.9) is independent of transformation of t.

11. If we adopt the notations

,       . Im = AiUni) + Anna) + {p — 3)Aiij-ni),

Ju = Am + {p - 2)Aim;

it will be easily inferred from (1.4) and (1.5) that

hiix'i = 0,        /„*'* = 0,       hiix'' = {p - 4)Ju.
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Hence the tensor

(2.13) C.ii = (p - 3)Gl*IUi + Glk.U)Ju

satisfies the relations

(2.14) Ckiix'i = 0,        Ckijx'' = 0.

We shall now put

(2.15) (*-3)*

= Cu, p = 3.

The tensor C tJ is constructed from only A ,• and is independent of B. With

the help of the tensor C*v an absolute differential can be defined

(2.16) So*' = do*' + r'U)Wv'dxk + C\jkv'bx'k,

which is invariant under transformation of the parameter t. The connection

characterized by Ai, Y\ and C^ will be referred to as the connection C. The

torsion* of this connection is C*Jt, and for vi = x'i (2.16) gives us the base con-

nection (1.20).

12. The covariant derivatives referred to the connection C possess the

form

<       óV        dv*     k i        k     ~, i       do1' i    k
(2.17) Vyo   = —— -—— r(,-) + r(<;H/)0 ,    V/o = ——- + CkjV ,

dx'       dx'k dx''

and we have

(V,V* — V*V,)o' = - -R^i'o + Kjkvlv ,

(2.18) (VjVk  - VkViW = - B-u'v + c'.jkViv',

(V'jVk  - VííVíW = - P'iu'v  - 2Chlkj]Vhv\

where

(2.19)

RjH — Rjki + KjkCih,

-■■■i i i      h dC.n i h
Bjkl    =   "(!)(,•)(*) + C.**r (!)(,-)-—— + Cl(kh)T(j)

dx'

— T(h)u)C.ik + r(,-)(*)C.iA,

P in  = C.ij(k) — Cik(j) + ChicC.ij — C.hjC.iic

are the curvature tensors.

* See Cartan, Les espaces de Finster, loe. cit., p. 32.
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Consider the differential forms

dx ,        co  = dx'* + r(,)dx ,

(2.20) i i k        i     k
"i — i (j)(*)dx   + L.jkai ;

then we have the equations of structure* of the connection C :

[dx co,] = C.,-fc[dxco ],

(2.21) («*)' + [<*W] = - hK'ik[dxdxk] - CÍ !,*][««*],

(w ,-*')' + [<o*co,] = — %Rkij [dx dx ] — Bkt¡[dx co ] — ?Pki,'[a> w ).

The identities of Bianchi are now expressed by

»... i ■. t ~... t
VihR,k]i + K[hjBk]iT = 0,

2V[hBj]k¡ + V¡ Rhjk + Plrk Khj   =  0,

(2.22) _...,
2V   [mB||fe||],- + VkPlmi  —   0,

V'iaP,*]! = 0.

The equivalence theorem can be proved, but we shall forego the details

here.

* See Cartan, loc. cit., pp. 32-36.
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